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Abstract

Multidimensional analysis is performed in many scientific fields. Its main
tasks involve the identification of correlations between data dimensions, the
investigation of data clusters, and the identification of outliers. Visualiza-
tion techniques often help in getting a better understanding. In this thesis,
we present our work on improving visual multidimensional analysis by ex-
ploiting the semantics of the data and enhancing the perception of existing
visualizations.

Firstly, we exploit the semantics of the data by creating new visualiza-
tions which present visual encodings specifically tailored to the analyzed di-
mensions. We consider the resulting visual analysis to be more intuitive for
the user as it provides a more easily understandable idea of the data. In this
thesis we concentrate on the visual analysis of multidimensional biomechani-
cal data for Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). To this end, we present new
visualizations tackling the specific features of different aspects of biomechan-
ical data such as movement ergonomics, leading to a more intuitive analysis.
Moreover, by integrating drawings or sketches of the physical setup of a case
study as new visualizations, we allow for a fast and effective case-specific anal-
ysis. The creation of additional visualizations for communicating trends of
clusters of movements enables a cluster-specific analysis which improves our
understanding of postures and muscular co-activation.

Moreover, we create a new visualization which addresses the specificity of
the multidimensional data related to permutation-based optimization prob-
lems. Each permutation of a given set of n elements represents a point de-
fined in an n-dimensional space. Our method approximates the topology of
the problem-related optimization landscape inferring the minima basins and
their properties and visualizing them organized in a quasi-landscape. We
show the variability of the solutions in a basin using heat maps generated
from permutation matrices.

Furthermore, we continue improving our visual multidimensional analysis
by enhancing the perceptual encoding of existing well-known multidimen-
sional visualizations. We focus on Parallel Coordinates Plots (PCP) and its
derivative Continuous Parallel Coordinates (CPC). The main perceptual is-
sues of PCP are visual clutter and overplotting which hamper the recognition
of patterns in large data sets. In this thesis, we present an edge-bundling
method for PCP which uses density-based clustering for each dimension.
This reduces clutter and provides a faster overview of clusters and trends.
Moreover, it allows for a fast rendering of the clustered lines using polygons.
Furthermore, we present the first bundling approach for Continuous Parallel
Coordinates where classic edge-bundling fails due to the absence of lines. Our
method performs a deformation of the visualization space of CPC leading to
similar results as those obtained through classic edge-bundling.

Our work involved 10 HCI case studies and helped to establish a new
research methodology in this field. This led to publications in internationally
peer-reviewed journals and conference proceedings.
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Sammanfattning

Flerdimensionell dataanalys görs i flertalet forskningsområden. Deluppgif-
terna är typiskt att identifiera korrelationer mellan dimensionerna, utforska
kluster och att hitta avvikande värden. Olika visualiseringstekniker kan ofta
vara behjälpliga för att fåen bättre förståelse. I den här avhandlingen presen-
teras arbetet med att förbättra visuell flerdimensionell dataanalys genom att
utgåfrån datas semantik och förbättra perceptionen i existerande visualise-
ringar.

Vi inleder med att utgåfrån datas semantik för att skapa nya visualisering-
ar som presenterar visuella kodningar, särskilt utformade för de analyserade
dimensionerna. Vi anser att det ger möjlighet för en visuell analys som är
mer intuitiv för användaren eftersom den ger en mer lättförståelig idé om
aktuell data. I den här avhandlingen koncentrerar vi oss påvisuell analys av
flerdimensionell biomekanisk data för människa-datorinteraktion (MDI). Vi
presenterar ett antal nya visualiseringar för att hantera de specifika förutsätt-
ningarna som finns i flera aspekter av biomekanisk data, såsom exempelvis
rörelseergonomi, för att nåen mer intuitiv analyssituation. Utöver detta såin-
tegrerar vi skisser och teckningar av fallstudiens fysiska uppställning i visu-
aliseringen vilket möjliggör snabba och effektiva analyser i direkt anslutning
till fallstudien. Genom att skapa kompletterande visualiseringar för att påvisa
trender i klusterbildningar av rörelser såöppnar vi för klusterspecifik analys
vilket bland annat förbättrar vår förståelse av kroppsställningar och musklers
samaktivering.

Vi har ocksåskapat nya visualiseringar för att adressera det specifika med
flerdimensionell data relaterad till permutationsbaserade optimeringsproblem.
Varje permutation i ett givet system med n element representerar en punkt
som definieras i en n-dimensionell rymd. Vår metod approximerar topologin
i ett problemrelaterat optimeringslandskap genom att uttyda sänkors lägsta-
nivåoch andra egenskaper och visualisera dem i ett sorts kvasilandskap. Vi
visar påde olika lösningarnas varierbarhet i sänkorna genom såkallade ’heat
maps’ från permutationmatriser.

Fortsättningsvis har vi fortsatt att förbättra vår visuella flerdimensionella
analys genom att förstärka den perceptuella kodningen i existerande och väl-
kända flerdimensionella visualiseringar. Vi har koncentrerat oss påsåkallade
Parallel Coordinates Plots (PCP) samt den utvecklade varianten Continuous
Parallel Coordinates (CPC). Den huvudsakliga perceptuella utmaningen med
PCP är att det snabbt blir visuellt rörigt och trångt vilket påverkar möjlig-
heten att uppfatta mönster i större dataset negativt. I den här avhandlingen
presenterar vi en metod för att samla kanterna i PCP genom täthetsbaserad
klustring för varje dimension. Detta minskar rörigheten och ger en snabbare
överblick över kluster och trender. Det ger ocksåmöjlighet att snabbare rita
ut de klustrade linjerna genom att använda polygoner. Vi presenterar ock-
såden första samlande metoden för CPC där klassiska kantsamlingsmetoder
fallerar i och med frånvaron av linjer. Vår metod genomför en deformation
av visualiseringsrymden i CPC vilket leder till liknande resultat som om en
klassisk kantsamlingsmetod hade använts.
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Vårt arbete innehåller tio stycken fallstudier inom MDI och har bidragit
till att etablera en ny forskningsmetodik inom detta fält. Det har lett till
publikationer i kollegialt granskade tidskrifter och konferensdokumentation.





A Franca Chellini
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Multidimensional analysis is frequently performed in several scientific fields as in
many cases scholars need to investigate empirical data to fulfill their scientific tasks.
Usually this data is described by tables. Here each column represents a variable of
a recorded phenomenon and each row corresponds to an observation point. Data
columns can also be interpreted as the dimensions of a multidimensional space,
and, as a consequence, each observation is a multidimensional point defined by this
coordinates system.

A field of study where such data is generated is Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI). Here HCI scholars are interested, among other topics, in analyzing multidi-
mensional biomechanical descriptions of human movements [1]. This information
is contained in a data set where each column describes a specific biomechanical
aspect of the recorded human movements. This enables to investigate important
characteristics such as muscular load or precision allowing to identify trade offs for
different HCI design tasks. Two opposite examples are the design of input areas
on touch devices which requires precise movements with low muscular load and the
design of exergames which instead involves fatiguing and non-precise movements.

Currently available generic visualizations do not often suffice in providing an
intuitive insight for understanding biomechanical data. This slows down its analy-
sis. Because of this we encountered the need of new visual encodings which address
the specificity of the biomechanical data and provide an intuitive picture of its
trends. Sketches or drawings also play an important role in HCI case studies as
they are often used to describe the physical setup of the investigated user inter-
faces. Hence our visual analysis also requires new techniques which would handle
such images as fully integrated visualizations. Analyzing biomechanical data also
implies the study of clustered movements as the investigation of such clusters gives
a meaningful insight of human behavior improving the efforts in the optimization
and design of user interfaces. Two examples of this are the study of the main
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

co-activation patterns of clustered movements or the inspection the main postures
assumed by humans. Again the visual encoding of the generic visualizations often
do not produce informative enough insights, hindering our visual analysis.

The analysis of biomechanical data usually implies the investigation of big-sized
multidimensional data sets. This often leads to shortcomings in commonly-used
visualizations. Hence, in our work we faced the need to improve the perceptual
understanding of these methods in order to acquire a better understanding of the
data. In particular we focused on the well-known visualization method parallel
coordinates [2–4]. Here, the high amount of pixels used to render the observation
points can lead to visual clutter and overplotting, hiding most of the information
from the eye of the user. These issues can be mitigated by deforming the setup
of the visualization following the edge bundling approach [5, 6]. These approaches
use multidimensional clustering to replace the polylines used in classic parallel
coordinates with Bézier curves bent towards the center of a cluster between two
consecutive axes. An example of this is shown in Section 3 by Figure 3.1. The re-
sulting visualization reduces the initial visual clutter but increases the overplotting
within the bundles. Moreover multidimensional clustering creates a loss of visual
correspondence with the original parallel coordinates. In our work we addressed
these issues by providing a new edge bundling method using density-based cluster-
ing for each dimension. The result is an abstract, aggregated version of the classic
PCP with less clutter and overplotting.

In our work on continuous visual analysis we also investigated continuous mul-
tidimensional data sets. This kind of data is defined by several scalar fields each
one representing a different data dimension.

In this case multidimensional visual analysis is often performed with continuous
parallel coordinates [7]. The density description of this visualization sometimes
hides the trends and correlations of clusters present in the data leading to the need
of a new visual encoding. In this thesis we show how we addressed this issue by
creating a space bundling approach which would result in a deformed visualization
similar to the ones coming from currently available edge bundling. A result of our
methos is shown in Figure 3.8.

In our work we also analyzed multidimensional spaces defined by the optimiza-
tion landscapes of permutation-based optimization problems. Here we produced
a new visualization which addresses the sheer size of this multidimensional space,
remove the minima induced by the noise of the objective function, and reflect co-
herently the topological structure of the optimization landscapes.

1.2 Thesis Outline and Contributions

This thesis is structured in three main chapters. In the following we are going to
briefly introduce them and to list their contributions.
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Chapter 2
We begin in Chapter 2 where we present our work on the multidimensional analysis
of biomechanical movement data. Here we firstly provide the background notions
needed to understand the concepts of multidimensional and biomechanical data.
We explain the information contained inside biomechanical movements data and
we show what kind of visual multidimensional analysis is needed for HCI studies.
Hence our work consisted in the following contributions:

• Generic Multidimensional Analysis: we provided generic multidimen-
sional visualization tools such as scatter plots and parallel coordinates or
acquiring a general understanding of multidimensional data sets. Also all
our visualizations are coordinated following the Linking and Brushing tech-
nique [8].

• Aspect-Specific Analysis: Generic visualization methods lack the appro-
priate visual encodings for specific aspects of the biomechanical data. Hence
we performed a more intuitive analysis by introducing new visualizations
which are specifically designed for the specificity of addressing the specificity
of the visualized dimension. This provided a more intuitive understanding of
the visualized data

• Case-Specific Analysis: in our work we analyzed several different user
interfaces, this led to the necessity to create new visual encoding which ad-
dresses the specificity of each case study. Thus we fully integrated sketches
or pictures of the analyzed user interfaces at run time as new visualizations.
This provided a fast and intuitive analysis.

• Cluster-Specific Analysis: The recorded movements can be clustered ac-
cording to different tasks. In our work we created two new visual encodings
which focus on improving the visual analysis of clustered postures and clus-
tered muscle activations.

We conclude Chapter 2 with two concrete successful HCI case studies where we
show our visual analysis of multidimensional biomechanical movement data. These
cases are the comparison of touch surfaces and the identification of optimal input
regions on a public display.

Chapter 3
Parallel coordinates are a well known visualization method for preforming a visual
analysis of multidimensional data sets. Two of the most important challenges of
this method occur in case of big sized data sets and consists in visual clutter and
overplotting. In Chapter 3 we illustrate how we addressed these challenges by
working on our new our edge bundling approach. The main contributions of our
method are the following:
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• One-dimensional Clustering: we cluster each data dimension indepen-
dently. We use Kernel Density Estimation [9] to group observation points
which are close to each other in one dimension. This clustering method is not
suitable for every data set, as sometimes it could hide the trends of existing
multidimensional trends.

• Edge Bundling and Polygonal Strips: we replace the polylines typical
of classic parallel coordinates with cubic Bézier splines which are bundled
according to their clusters in front of each axis. This strategy allows us to
render these groups of splines as polygonal strips. The number of observation
points contained in one strip is encoded by its grayscale. This new visual
layout produces a less cluttered visualization and handles the problem of
overplotting via the color of the polygonal strips.

• New User Interactions: This polygonal-strip-based visual layout enables
the introduction of new user interactions. More precisely we allow the user to
use the mouse-over interaction to quickly select single or groups of clusters on
one axis. We also allow to create logical combinations of clusters via simple
mouse clicks and to interactively change the number of clusters on an axis.

Continuous Parallel Coordinates are a visualization method used to perform
multidimensional analysis of continuous data. Having a visual layout which pro-
vides the same visual encoding of edge bundling would help the users in their
investigations. In Chapter 3 we describe how we addressed this challenge with our
space bundling approach for continuous parallel coordinates. Its features are listed
in the following.

• Cluster Fields: we represent existing clusters in the data with new scalar
fields called cluster fields. This enables the creation of cluster textures which
are rendered with different colors on top of each other.

• Space Bundling: the cluster textures are bundled between two consecu-
tive axes by applying a linear vertical shifting to each pixel. The resulting
visualization provides a visual encode similar to edge bundling.

In Chapter 3 we also provide some examples of our edge and space bundling
applied to commonly used multidimensional data sets.

Chapter 4
Chapter 4 concludes this thesis by showing our work on the visual analysis of
permutation-based optimization problems. Here each permutation can be seen as a
multidimensional point of the related optimization landscape. Our visual analysis
is focused on investigating the topological structure of optimization landscapes in
order to identify their locally best solutions (in our case local minima). In the
following we list our contributions.
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• Approximation of Optimization Landscapes: we sample the optimiza-
tion landscapes with uniformly distributed particles (random permutations).
These particles travel following the steepest descent on the objective function
until they end up in a local minima. This identifies a basin of the landscape.

• Topological Simplification: we adapt topological simplification for our
sampled landscapes in order to remove basins introduced by the noise of the
objective function.

• Visual Representation: we define a fully connected edge weighted graph
where its nodes are the identified basins and the edges are weighted accosting
to their distance relation. This graph is arranged and visualized following a
force directed layout. The resulting visualization reflects the structure of the
originally investigated optimization landscape. Interesting features of each
basins such as depth, size and radius are encoded using the opacity of their
representation.

• Variability of Permutations: we visualize the variability of permutations
within a basin using heat maps consisting in the accumulation of all the
permutation matrices of the solutions of their basins.

In Chapter 4 we also show an example of our method applied to a permutation-
based optimization problem which is common in Computer Graphics.

1.3 Publications

Parts of the work presented in this thesis has previously been published. In the
following list I show which are used to develop the content of each chapter and my
contributions in each one of them.

Chapter 2
(A) M. Bachynskyi, A. Oulasvirta, G. Palmas, T. Weinkauf,

“Biomechanical Simulation in the Analysis of Aimed Movements”.
Extended Abstracts (Works in Progress) ACM CHI Conference on Hu-
man Factors in Computing Systems, Paris, France, April, 2013.
In this first extended abstract I started our collaboration with Prof. A.Oulasvirta
and M.Bachynskyi. Here I performed our first multidimensional analysis on biome-
chanical movement data. I investigated mainly the performance end ergonomics
of basic aiming movements. Moreover I presented a first implementation of our
visualization tool.

(B) M. Bachynskyi, A. Oulasvirta, G. Palmas, T. Weinkauf,
“Is Motion Capture-Based Biomechanical Simulation Valid for HCI
Studies? Study and Implications”.
Proc. ACM CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Sys-
tems, Toronto, Canada, April, 2014.
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This paper is focused on studying the validity of motion capture-based biomechan-
ical simulation for HCI studies. Here my contribution consisted in some visualiza-
tions showing the muscle activations for certain tasks of the first validation study
and the correlation between EMG and the predicted muscle activation from the
biomechanical simulation.

(C) G. Palmas, M. Bachynskyi, A. Oulasvirta, H.-P. Seidel, T. Weinkauf,
“MovExp: A Versatile Visualization Tool for Human-Computer Inter-
action Studies with 3D Performance and Biomechanical Data”.
IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics, Paris,
France, December, 2014.
In this paper I identified the main requested HCI analysis tasks, I showed the main
data aspects and I formulated the technical requirements needed for an effective
investigation of biomechanical movement data. Here I expanded the idea of generic
visual analysis by introducing the idea of aspect-specific and case-specific analysis.
More precisely I provided new visual encodings which assessed the specificity of cer-
tain aspects of the analyzed data resulting in a more intuitive analysis. In addition
to this I used pictures or sketches of the physical setup of HCI case studies as fully
integrated visualizations. This introduced the idea of case-specific analysis. A the
end of this paper I showed many examples of multidimensional analysis performed
using our tool.

(D) M. Bachynskyi, A. Oulasvirta, G. Palmas, T. Weinkauf,
“Informing the design of novel input methods with muscle coactivation
clustering”.
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, January 2015.
In this paper my contribution started by performing an overview analysis of the data
set. Moreover I provided a visual overview of the main features of the several clusters
obtained by grouping muscle co-activation patterns. I also provided a new visualiza-
tion which enabled the summarization of the main findings concerning the muscle
activations. This allowed to inform for the design of input method. I helped in
providing applications for designing new user interfaces: in-air keyboard placement,
public display interaction area placement, tabletop interaction area placement, and
smart watch input.

(E) M. Bachynskyi, G. Palmas, A. Oulasvirta, J. Steimle, T. Weinkauf,
“Performance and Ergonomics of Touch Surfaces: A Comparative Study
Using Biomechanical Simulation”,
Proc. ACM CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Sys-
tems, Seoul, Korea, April, 2015.
In this paper I provided a new visualization for investigating the postures of the
users while utilizing the studied touch surfaces. Its visual encoding consists in a
human skeleton standing according to the user’s posture and placed in a 3D rep-
resentation of the experimental environment. Moreover I provided an overview of
the muscle activations for each touch surfaces using our muscle views. This al-
lowed an intuitive analysis of the muscle activation patterns for each device. I also
preprocessed the data before the clustering step.
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Chapter 3
(F) G. Palmas, M. Bachynskyi, A. Oulasvirta, H.-P. Seidel, T. Weinkauf

“An Edge-Bundling Layout for Interactive Parallel Coordinates”.
Proc. IEEE Pacific Visualization, Yokohama, Japan, March, 2014.
In this paper I provided a new edge bundling approach for parallel coordinates.
Here I performed a density-based one-dimensional clustering for each visualized
dimension. Based on the resulting segmentation I was able to bundle the clustered
lines firstly replacing them with Bézier curves and then rendering them as polygonal
strips. This reduces the issues of visual clutter, overplotting and slow rendering
time. Moreover I provided additional interactions for creating logical combinations
of clusters and quickly highlight their trends. I evaluated our method against classic
parallel coordinates via a user study consisting in two tasks. The analysis of the
results from the user study was performed by M.Bachynskyi and A. Oulasvirta.

(G) G. Palmas, T. Weinkauf,
“Space Bundling for Continuous Parallel Coordinates”.
Proc. EuroVis 2016, Short Papers, Groningen, Netherlands, June
2016.
In this paper I show a space bundling method for continuous parallel coordinates.
Here I represented existing clusters in the data via new scalar fields called cluster
fields. This representations allowed me to create separate density textures for each
clusters. I bundled these textures by applying a vertical shifting to every pixel. The
resulting visualization consists in a bundled version of continuous parallel coordi-
nates which reflects the same visual setup of classic edge bundling approaches.

Chapter 4
(H) G. Palmas, A. Oulasvirta, T. Weinkauf

“Optimization Landscapes: A Topological Approach to Understanding
Permutation- based Optimization Problems”.
Not published yet.
In this manuscript I illustrates a new topological method for understanding permutation-
based optimization problems. Here I formulate my definition of optimization land-
scapes using a specific distance metric (1-swap distance). Due to the high number
of possible permutations I sampled the optimization landscapes using randomly dis-
tributed seeds. Furthermore I adapted topological simplification for removing noise
induced basins from our sampled landscapes. I represented the resulting topology
as a fully connected edge weighted graph where the nodes are the basins of the
landscape and the edges represent the distance between them. This graph was
arranged according to a force directed layout to represent the Gestalt of the rel-
ative landscape. I evaluated our method using a known 2D landscape as ground
truth. I concluded the paper by showing three small examples of visual analysis of
permutation-based optimization problems.





Chapter 2

Multidimensional Analysis of
Biomechanical Movement Data

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we focus on explaining our work on multidimensional analysis of
biomechanical movement data for Human-Computer Interactions (HCI) studies.

The aim of Section 2.2 is to provide a brief overview of generic multidimensional
data and biomechanical movement data. More precisely we illustrate the structure
of generic multidimensional data in terms of data tables and we enumerate some
standard analysis tasks usually performed on it. We show some examples of visual
multidimensional analysis tools for generic multidimensional data. We continue
in this section by introducing biomechanical movement data as a specification of
generic multidimensional data. This data can be acquired via a motion-capture-
based biomechanical simulation and it contains a rich description of human move-
ments which can be used to inform HCI studies. Its data table can be grouped
according to four main data aspects: physical space, performance, ergonomics, and
case. In our multidimensional analysis we focused on this kind of data. We conclude
this section by giving an overview of the related work on visual multidimensional
analysis tools for biomechanical data.

In Section 2.3 we concentrate on explaining the core of our multidimensional
analysis for biomechanical movement data for HCI studies. Here we show how we
used generic multidimensional visualization tools such as parallel coordinates [2–4],
scatter plots and bar plots to have an initial understanding of the analyzed data
sets. We also explain how Linking & Brushing [8] and Coordinated & Multiple
Views [10] help in this process.

The visual encoding of generic visualization tools usually does not provide an
intuitive insight on the different aspects of the data. In Section 2.4 we explain our
contribution in creating aspect-specific visualization of human ergonomics and of
the physical space in terms of movement trajectories and their directions. These

9



10 CHAPTER 2. ANALYSIS OF BIOMECHANICAL MOVEMENT DATA

new visual encodings allow a more intuitive understanding of the data.
Different HCI studies consists in the analysis of a user interface with different

user interfaces (UI). Usually the setup of these UI comes together with the data
table in form of pictures or sketches. In Section 2.5 we show our contribution in
creating case-specific visualizations which fully integrate these sketches as new vi-
sual encodings in our analysis process. This allows a fast multidimensional analysis
for each HCI case study.

Biomechanical movement data is usually clustered in order to highlight impor-
tant patterns in the recorded human movements. In Section 2.6 we show how we
created new visualizations which allows a fast and intuitive analysis in two sce-
narios: muscle co-activation clustered data and posture clustered data. Here our
new visualizations allow the summarization of the trends of the clustered muscle
activations and the easy understanding of human postures during HCI studies.

We conclude this chapter in Section 2.7 by providing two case-studies of our
multidimensional analysis: comparison of touch surfaces and the identification of
optimal input regions on a public display.

2.2 Multidimensional Data

General Multidimensional Data
The analysis of multidimensional data is of interest in the research process of many
scientific fields. This data usually comes in forms of tables where the columns are
the represented dimensions (or variables) and the rows are the observation points.
These points exist in the multidimensional space defined by the data dimensions. A
dimension could be either metric, representing a metric measurements with floating
points, or categorical, representing the group or the category of an observation
point. This kind of data usually consists in a high number of dimensions and
observation points, making its understanding impossible by just looking at the
table.

Figure 2.1 shows an example of a classic small multidimensional data set often
used as a standard case-study for novel multidimensional analysis tools: the Cars
data set [11]. This data was collected in 1983 by Ernesto Ramos and David Donoho
and consists in 6 metric dimensions (miles per gallon (MPG),year, displacement,
horsepower, weight, acceleration) and 2 categorical dimensions (cylinders and ori-
gin). The recorded observation points (cars) are 393.

Standard Tasks for the Analysis of Multidimensional Data

The representation of all the data dimensions in a single data table allows their
simultaneous multidimensional analysis. Spotting correlations between dimensions
is one of the main tasks which is usually of interest for the researcher. Such cor-
relations give a very useful insight into the nature of the recorded phenomenon,
allowing to understand its nature according to the expressed dimensions. As an
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Figure 2.1: Shown is the cars data set as an example of multidimensional data.
Each column represents a dimension and each row is an observation point, in this
case a single car.

example in the case of the Cars data set, one could be interested in studying the
relation between the displacement and the weight dimension finding out that cars
with high displacement are also very heavy. On the other hand the negative correla-
tion between displacement and acceleration shows that cars with low displacement
have high acceleration.

A common behavior of a group of observation points shows a common trend
in the data. The identification of these trends is another objective which is usu-
ally pursued during a multidimensional analysis. An example of a trend could be
that cars with high horsepower have a low amount of MPG, high displacement
and low acceleration. Observation points can also be grouped according to some
specific multidimensional features to form clusters. The analysis of the trends of
multidimensional clusters are as well of interest in order to understand the data.

Related Work on Multidimensional Analysis of General
Multidimensional Data

As said before multidimensional data sets usually contain a high number of di-
mensions and observation points. This makes nearly impossible to directly analyze
them by simply looking directly at their tables. Visual encodings need to be pro-
vided in order to visualize and intuitively analyze them and several tools have been
developed for this purpose.
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Practically all of these tools follow the principals of Linking & Brushing [8] and
Coordinated & Multiple Views [10]. General overviews of multidimensional data
visualization methods can be found elsewhere [12–14].

Improvise [15] allows users to build highly coordinated multiview visualizations.
Polaris [16] extends the Pivot Table interface and provides a visual specification
scheme to define database operations. ComVis [17] is a research prototype serving
as a testbed for new methods. SimVis [18] allows multidimensional data analysis of
simulated data sets. Early examples are XGobi [19] and Xmdv [20]. Commercial
software tools include Tableau [21] and Spotfire [22].

Multidimensional Biomechanical Movement Data
Biomechanical Movement Data for HCI

Biomechanical movement data is a specific multidimensional data containing a rich
description of human movements. This kind of data has already been studied in
sports [23], medicine [24], and industrial ergonomics [25]. In our work we focused
on the multidimensional analysis of biomechanical data for Human-Computer In-
teraction (HCI) as we were involved in a collaboration with the HCI group of Prof.
Antti Oulasvirta and his Ph.D. student Myroslav Bachinskyi. Here the main in-
terest is focused on the performance and ergonomics which play an important role
when evaluating and developing new input devices. Performance refers to the speed
and accuracy of a user’s movement. A well-established model of movement speed is
Fitts’ law [26]: it captures the speed and accuracy of aimed movements in the single
metric throughput (bits/s). Ergonomics describes how well a user interface fits to
the capabilities of humans. We are particularly concerned with physical ergonomics,
which includes biomechanical aspects such as the demand on the muscular system
(muscular load) or the amount of bending at joints.

There are several examples in history that demonstrate the importance of biome-
chanics in HCI for the development of UI. Consider the fate of the light pen: touted
as the ideal input device for information workers, it foundered as it caused strain
in shoulder and arm muscles [27].

Motion-Capture-Based Biomechanical Simulation

This data is usually the result of a motion-capture-based biomechanical simulation
[28–30] which is a combination of optical motion capture (“mocap”) to record the
3D movements of the human body and the simulation of the biomechanics involved
with those movements. More precisely a subject is recorded with optical motion
capture while performing a specific kind of movement. The output of this step
produces the 3D motion of the pointlights corresponding to the optical markers,
from which performance measures and the subject’s posture can be derived.

The biomechanical simulation uses the motion of the pointlights to reproduce
the recorded movements and provide a rich description of the involved ergonomics.
Figure 2.2 graphically shows this process.
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Figure 2.2: Structure of the mocap-
based biomechanical simulation for HCI.
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Figure 2.3: Setup of Optical Motion
Capture.

The HCI task1 chosen for the subjects is a mid-air 3D arm pointing task as aimed
movements [26]. These movements are ubiquitous in HCI, also typically registered
by intermediaries such as mouse, touchpad, trackpoint, or joystick. Figure 2.3
shows an example of this task.

The validity of motion-capture-based biomechanical simulation for HCI was
tested in [1].

The Output Table

The output table is composed of around 400 dimensions describing human move-
ments in terms of performance, ergonomics, information about the HCI case study
and its physical space. More precisely, we identify four groups of variables, called
“data aspects” in the following:

• Physical Space: 3 variables giving the position of the end-effector and
around 7 variables for the setup of the user interface.

• Performance: 16 variables giving information about performance such as
speed, precision, or index of difficulty.

• Ergonomics: 319 variables report the muscle activation and forces for 41
muscles together with forces and moments for 21 joints.

• Case: Variables that are specific to the case study. Examples are the subject’s
age or height. This aspect usually includes the independent variables of a
study.

This organization allows also the analysis of the correlations between data as-
pects.

1In HCI, the term “task” is commonly used to refer to what a user has to do or wants to do
with a user interface.
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Again this multidimensional data set is too large to be analyzed directly in-
specting the table, visualization is again necessary for a fast and intuitive multidi-
mensional analysis.

Related Work on Multidimensional Analysis of Biomechanical
Movement Data

Visualization tools were developed to allow a visual multidimensional analysis of
biomechanical movement data for HCI. Note that each aspect have been usually
recorded separately, disabling the possibility of a multidimensional analyzes of all
the aspects together. Because of this the available tools typically concentrate on a
specific aspect and come without support for visualizations beyond scatter plots or
line charts.

Ergonomics measurements are often performed by means of observations, ques-
tionnaires, goniometes, videometry or EMG. For example, the Noraxon MRXP
software records and processes EMG [31], the Lumbar Motion Monitor records an-
gles at the backbone [32], and the Occupational Repetitive Actions tool allows to
calculate OCRA indices [33]. These tools lack flexibility and visualizations of the
recorded data values.

Du et al. [34] combine motion capture of the user with automatic Rapid Up-
per Limb Assessment, Static Strength Prediction, EMG and NIOSH lift equation.
Similar tool but without support for EMG is developed by Honglun et al. [35]. The
visualization capabilities of their software are limited to line plots and stick figures
of the user computed from motion capture.

The visualization tool of Keefe et al. [36] is not focused on physical ergonomics,
but rather visualizes biomechanical data in the context of evolutionary biology.

The dominant performance analysis methods in HCI are questionnaires, video
recordings, Fitts’ law modeling and calculation of throughput. Often they were
analyzed with standard spreadsheets or statistical tools. Some tools exist to collect
this kind of data, summarize and analyze it. Examples for actively used tools in the
HCI domain are Fitts’ application for the assessment of 2D pointing devices [37,38],
the Atlas [39], MaxQDA [40] or Nvivo [41] applications for analysis of questionnaires
and interviews, the Observer Video-Pro [42] or ANVIL [43] for analysis of video
recordings.

There are multiple tools to display the result of optical motion captures, e.g.,
MotionBuilder [44], Recap2 [45], or Motive [46]. These tools do not allow visual-
izations of aggregated data or statistics of the movements.

An overview of methods for analyzing movements in the sense of trajectories is
given in the book of Andrienko et al. [47]. Biomechanical aspects are not discussed.

Digital Human Modeling has been applied in ergonomics already for a decade.
These tools contain visualization capabilities for showing human models in 3D
space, line plots and boxplots, but they lack visualizations of muscles and detailed
skeletons. Examples of such tools are Ramsis [48], Delmia [49] and Jack [50].
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2.3 General Multidimensional Analysis

The base of our multidimensional analysis of multidimensional biomechanical data
consists in using generic multidimensional visualization tools. The possibility of
interactively specify selections directly on the used visualizations together with the
implementation of the Linking & Brushing technique [8] enabled the analysis of the
correlation between different data aspects. Moreover also we also are interested in
aggregated statistical information for each data variable.

A general multidimensional analysis can give a first understanding of the data,
but sometimes due to unintuitive visual encodings provided by generic multidi-
mensional visualization tools, additional specific visualizations are needed to get a
complete and more intuitive analysis.

Generic Multidimensional Visualization Tools

Generic multidimensional visualizations can be used to visualize multidimensional
biomechanical data and to provide a first understanding of the analyzed movements.
The most common generic visualization methods are parallel coordinates plots,
scatter plots, bar plots, scatter plot matrices, and line plots. In our analysis we
mostly use the first three and Figure 2.4 shows an example of them visualizing
biomechanical data.

Two-dimensional scatter plots can visualize two dimensions at the same time.
It represents them as two orthogonal axes and encodes an observation point as
a dot expressed in the resulting Cartesian system. In Figure 2.4b we shown an
example of a scatter plot displaying the movement time and precision of 3D aiming
movements.

Parallel coordinates plots [4] are used to visualize from two to an arbitrary
number of dimensions. Here the visualized dimensions are represented as verti-
cal equidistant consecutive axes. An observation point is mapped as a polyline
which intersects each axis at a position proportional it its value in the respective
dimension. An example is shown in Figure 2.4a where we are visualizing the total
normalized muscle activation together with the normalized muscle activation of the
triceps incurring while performing 3D aiming movements.

Bar plots are well known visualizations used to visually analyze aggregated sta-
tistical information for an arbitrary number of dimensions. Statistics are computed
on demand with respect to the currently selected observation points. It is then
cached into a separate table. This allows to speed-up the analysis process in case
of frequently requested statistical information. Figure 2.4c shows an example of a
bar plot displaying the weighted mean precision of 3D fatiguing and not fatiguing
aiming movements.
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(a) Parallel coordinates plots showing muscle activations.

(b) Scatter plot showing performance
measures.

(c) Bar plot showing aggregated statistical
information.

Figure 2.4: Shown are three generic multidimensional visualization tools. Here we
selected fatiguing (red) and not-fatiguing movements (blue). The parallel coordi-
nates plot shows the muscle activation of the entire body (total) and of the chest
muscles. The scatter plot shows the subject’s performance in terms of movement
speed and precision. The bar plot shows the weighted arithmetic mean of the
precision of fatiguing and not-fatiguing movements.

Selections and Linking & Brushing

In our analysis we usually need to interactively select parts of data directly on
the visualizations. An example of this is shown in Figure 2.4 where we selected
fatiguing (red) and not fatiguing (blue) movements using a parallel coordinates
plot. This enables a direct visual analysis of such movements. Moreover we support
“smooth” or “fuzzy” selections – allowing movements to be partly selected. This
is important for modeling uncertainty in queries, and also for selecting movements
according to the strength of the activation of a muscle. Each selection assigns a
continuous value for each observation point that varies between 0 (not selected) and
1 (fully selected). This smooth value identifies the strength of a selection. Each
selection is then rendered by each visualization using a specific color wich can be
either automatically assigned or interactively decided during the analysis process
according to a well defined color scheme. The strength of a selection is encoded by
the opacity of its color.

We also provide a Boolean algebra for selections. New selections can be created
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by combining existing ones using any combination of the basic operations conjunc-
tion (and), disjunction (or), and negation (not). This allows powerful queries such
as “movements with high performance and low muscle activation.”

With the Linking & Brushing technique we are able to enrich our multidi-
mensional analysis by inspecting the relations present between the different data
aspects. Here each focused selection is propagated to all the current visualizations
which will render it according to the shown data dimensions. This results to be very
useful when creating a selection on a visualization method showing performance
measures and seeing the respective ergonomic costs shown by another one. Figure
2.4 shows an example of this process: the selection of fatiguing and not-fatiguing
movements was created on the parallel coordinates plot and then propagated to
both the scatter plot and the bar plot.

2.4 Aspect-Specific Multidimensional Analysis

As discussed in Section 2.3, the use of general visualization methods such as scatter
plots or parallel coordinates plots to inspect the different aspects of the data set
usually does not provide an intuitive enough insight. This is because their visual en-
coding is not intuitive and therefore difficult to understand. We created additional
aspect-specific visualizations to simplify our multidimensional analysis. These new
visualizations address:

• the Ergonomics aspect in terms of muscle load,
• and the Physical Space in terms of a 3D representation of the movement

trajectories and their directions.

Muscle Views

In order to address the specificity or the ergonomics aspect, we developed a new
aspect-specific visualization called muscle views. This visualizations are defined
directly on the well-known anatomical illustrations by Henry Gray [51] which con-
tains illustrations of the muscles present in every part of the human body. Here
each muscle is colored by our system according to the aggregated statistics of the
activation of the corresponding muscle with respect to the current selection. In or-
der to define a selection, we can simply click on the muscle. This creates a smooth
selection corresponding to the strength of a muscle’s activation.

Note that with this visualization, the inspection of the muscle activations be-
comes much easier than with a generic visualization method especially when we
want to analyze a high number of dimensions. This is shown clearly in Figure 2.5
where a muscle view is compared to a bar plot in showing the same average activa-
tion of 27 muscles of the right shoulder. The generic bar plot is less intuitive and
bears the risk of confusing one muscle for another as it is hard to mentally map a
bar to the specific muscle on the body.
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Figure 2.5: Muscle views (top row) show the activation patterns of muscles. This
supports the analysis of the Ergonomics aspect of the data. This visual encoding
is clearly more intuitive than the corresponding bar plot shown at the bottom.

We found in practice that the muscle views support the identification of patterns
of muscle activations very well.

3D Trajectories Visualization
The movements described in the analyzed multidimensional biomechanical data are
also described as 3D trajectories of the subject’s pointing finger, also called end-
effector. Again using a generic visualization tool would make the analysis of such
trajectories cumbersome and counter-intuitive. We addressed this issue by creating
an aspect-specific visualization where these trajectories are visualized as 3D tubes
or lines. The opacity and color of these tubes or lines changes according to the
strength of the current selections. This visualization helps the user to identify the
part of 3D space corresponding to the current selection, e.g., to check in which part
of the interaction area are the movements with the highest activation. An example
for that is shown in Figure 2.6 where clicking directly on a muscle in the muscle
view creates a smooth selection corresponding to its activation. The 3D trajectory
visualization reveals the spatial pattern for which this muscle is recruited the most.

Circular Directions Visualization
During our studies of multidimensional biomechanical data we realized that brush-
ing movement directions using generic tools (e.g., scatter plots) is unintuitive and
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Figure 2.6: Clicking directly on a muscle in the muscle view creates a smooth
selection corresponding to its activation. The 3D trajectory visualization reveals
the spatial pattern for which this muscle is recruited the most.

cumbersome.
We developed an aspect-specific visualization method, which intuitively shows

the directions of each movement in terms of angles on two anatomical planes: coro-
nal and sagittal. We call this Circular Directions Visualization. It shows a smooth
histogram of the tangent directions of the trajectories wrapped around a unit circle.
This smooth histogram is obtained using a Gaussian kernel density estimation [9].

An example of this method is shown in Figures 2.7. Here we selected top-down
and bottom-up pointing movements in either a generic scatter plot and a circular
directions visualization. We found the second visualization easier and more intuitive
both to select and to inspect the desired movements.

2.5 Case-Specific Multidimensional Analysis

Multidimensional biomechanical data for HCI studies describe concrete design prob-
lems and comparative studies which involve user interfaces with very different 3D
egocentric setups. These setups are often just given as photos or sketches. An
intuitive visualization of the data on top of the evaluated user interfaces is required
to enable a fast and effective multidimensional analysis. We addressed this issue
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(a) Selecting vertical movements
using a scatter plot.

(b) Selecting vertical movements
using a circular directions
visualization.

Figure 2.7: Brushing directions on a circular directions visualization has proven
more intuitive than brushing them using generic tools.

by allowing the specification at run time of case-specific visualizations. We enable
the integration of the provided sketches by including them in a Scalable Vector
Graphics (SVG) 2 and drawing polygons directly on them.

These polygons will become active selection and visualization areas. Figure 2.8
shows an example of the creation and integration of a case-specific visualization.

The RGB color and opacity of the visualization areas is then changed according
to the current selection.

To support brushing on case-specific visualizations, the user can simply click on
the respective visualization areas. This creates a corresponding selection.

2.6 Summarization and Cluster Visualization

A better understanding of multidimensional biomechanical data can be achieved
by partitioning it into different clusters and identifying their main trends. More
precisely this data was clustered according to two aspects: muscle co-activation
pattern and subjects’ postures.

Summarization of Muscle Co-activation Clustered Data
Multidimensional biomechanical data is often analyzed in for HCI studies in order
to represent findings from empirical studies in a way that can inform constructive
efforts such as developing or improving user interfaces. This places a demand for

2SVG is a variant of XML for describing 2D graphics. Both bitmaps and vector graphics can
be used in an SVG file.
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(a) Photo of physical 3D
setup.

(b) Case-specific
visualization
representing the 3D
physical setup.

(c) Creation of the case-specific
visualization.

Figure 2.8: Example of definition of a case-specific visualization. Starting from
a photo of the physical setup used in the HCI case study, the corresponding 2D
sketch is drawn. The polygons are annotated to relate them to variables in the
data set. The resulting visualization shows the average accuracy for movements
starting from the respective targets – fully integrated into the Linking & Brushing
environment.

visually summarizing main tendencies in a data set. Such summaries can be used
in design efforts almost like a “check list” to make decisions on where to place
interactions in users’ ego-centric space.

In our case the data was clustered according the time-dependent activation
signal of the muscles of the upper extremities in pointing movements. Our visu-
alization task for performing our data analysis was to provide an overview of the
activation patterns of the muscles in each cluster.

We addressed this task by implementing a new SVG-based visualization which
allowed them to map activation in each muscle to a small LED-like square. The
different squares were then grouped according to the area of the body of the re-
spective muscle. The adjacency relation of human muscles was preserved in this
visualization: close muscles in the real human body are represented accordingly as
close squares. The opacity of a square shows the average muscle activation. This
allowed to clearly view the different patterns of each equivalence class in a concise
way.

Figure 2.9 shows the outcome.

Analysis of Posture Clustered Data

Multidimensional biomechanical data provides also a description of human postures
while performing concrete HCI tasks. An example for this is the comparison of the
main postures assumed by a subject while performing aiming movements on five
different 5 touch devices: tablet, laptop, tabletop, public device, and smartphone
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Figure 2.9: Multidimensional biomechanical data was clustered according to muscu-
lar coactivation patterns in 3D pointing movements. Our visualization task was to
have an overview of the different activations of the muscles of each cluster. This was
addressed by creating a simplified LED-like display where each muscle was mapped
to a small square. The squares were then grouped according to their respective
body parts.

Figure 2.10: Visualization of clustered postures of subjects operating different touch
devices.

used with one or two hands.
In order to have a more intuitive analysis of the clustered postures, we provide

an additional 3D visualization representing the subject standing according to the
investigated cluster. More precisely we show a skeleton standing in the same posture
of the recorded subject placed in a 3D scene representing the original experimental
setup, for example holding a tablet while sitting on a chair. Figure 2.10 shows our
visualization providing an intuitive visual encoding of the biomechanical postural
data and enabling its fast visual analysis.

2.7 Case Studies

In this section we show two examples of multidimensional analysis of biomechanical
movement data for HCI: the comparison of touch surfaces and the identification of
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Figure 2.11: The experiment was car-
ried out in a motion capture labora-
tory equipped with a special chair instru-
mented with force plates. Surfaces were
emulated with cardboard. The targets
were registered in 3D space and tracked
during performance. Here a user is per-
forming the task in the Tablet condition
(seated). The inset shows an example of
the multi-directional target setups used
in the experiment.

optimal input regions on a public display.

Comparison of Touch Surfaces
This case study shows a comparison in terms of ergonomics and postures between
five touch devices. The aim of this study is to show that differences among touch
surfaces in performance and ergonomics can be attributed to biomechanical causes.
Even though the input device is seemingly the same, touch surfaces can involve
very different postures and movements.

These touch devices were chosen according to their interaction area and position
in the 3D egocentric space. They are the following:

1. public display: large area, vertically positioned, used while standing
2. tabletop: large area, horizontally positioned, used when seated
3. laptop: medium area, adjustable tilted position, used when seated
4. tablet: medium area, handheld
5. smartphone: small area, used with one or two hands

The data was acquired by running a full-body mocap-based biomechanical sim-
ulation on recorded pointing gestures from 40 participants. Figure 2.11 shows the
experimental setup and the 2D pointing targets. These gestures were aiming move-
ments performed between several couples of 2D targets placed on the interaction
area of the touch device. These movements were chosen because discrete aimed
movements are the most widespread input across all the analyzed touch devices.
In our multidimensional data exploration we analyzed their ergonomic costs and
also the amount of posture variation. To allow the subjects to change their posture
while seated and record the main external forces acting on the human body, a chair
instrumented with force sensors was provided. The recorded forces are fed into
our biomechanical analysis. These postures were clustered by applying hierarchical
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clustering on the 3D position assumed by the 22 joints present in the subjects’
bodies.

The main findings of our multidimensional analysis are shown in Figure 2.12.
Our postures visualization clearly shows the several clusters of postures identified
for each device: 7 clusters for the tablet, 3 for the laptop, 2 for the tabletop, 2 for the
large display, 3 for the 2-handed smartphone, and 4 for the 1-handed smartphone.

More precisely the following observations can be made.
• Tablet: These postures were grouped into six clusters. In the first five,

the subjects hold the tablet in their hands in a low position close to their
stomach. In the sixth cluster, they hold the surface closer to their face in a
higher position. None of the subjects rest their back on the backrest of the
chair, while four sit with his/her legs crossed.

• Laptop: These postures were grouped into three clusters. In all three, the
subjects keep their left arms under the table and none of them rest their back
on the backrest of the chair.

• Tabletop: Two clusters were found. In the first, the subjects mainly rest
their left arm on the armrest while they perform their task. In the second,
they have both arms on the table. Again, none of the subjects rest on the
backrest of the chair.

• Public display: Two clusters were found. In both, subjects keep their left
arm along their body. The main difference is that in the first cluster, the
subjects have their trunk closer to the surface.

• Smartphone, 2-handed: Three clusters were found. In the first, the sub-
jects rest on the backrest of the chair and place their elbows on the armrests,
so that the trunk is oblique with respect to the seat. They keep the phone
very close to their face. In the second, they sit instead in a straight position
keeping the phone close to their knees. In the third, they sit back on the
chair, resting their back. They keep the phone close to their face and their
legs are outstretched.

• Smartphone, 1-handed: Four clusters were found. In the first, the subjects
keep their right elbow on the right armrest and they have their torso bent
toward the front. In the other clusters, the subjects sit in an upright position.
In the third, the subjects keep their legs crossed, and in the fourth they keep
the phone close to their face.

Figure 2.12 also shows how our muscle views allowed to identify the different
patterns of muscle activations for each device. Interaction with tablet is charac-
terized by high activations of side and back deltoids for interacting arm. For the
arm that holds the surface, we see higher activation in frontal deltoid, triceps, and
infraspinatus. Laptop use is characterized by high activations of the front and me-
dial deltoids and infraspinatus. The tabletop recruits muscles of the lower back and
the medial deltoid of the input arm. The public display, similarly to the laptop,
recruits frontal and medial deltoid muscles of the input arm. Additionally, due
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Figure 2.12: Posture clusters (top) per surface. Total activations of major muscles
are shown below per surface type.

to the standing posture, it shows higher total activation in all postural muscles.
When interacting with the smartphone with two hands, the lower back muscles
of the holding arm, as well as upper back, medial, and back deltoid muscles, are
strongly activated. When interacting with one hand, upper back muscles are not
that activated, but the medial and back deltoids of the interacting arm are more
strongly activated.

Optimal Input Regions on a Public Display

This case study is focused on identifying optimal input regions for interfaces con-
trolled by arm movements. By optimality we refer to input regions with highest
performance and lowest ergonomic costs. One case was a public display. These
interactive surfaces often require keeping the arm extended during interaction, i.e.,
the ergonomics are of great interest here. Their analysis was focused on horizon-
tal input regions (strips). The data set came from recordings of a male subject
selecting targets on the display. Figure 2.13 shows the setup.

The circular directions visualization allowed selecting movements that corre-
spond to horizontal input regions. The optimality constraint was brushed on a
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Figure 2.13: Shown is an example of multidimensional analysis aimed on finding
identifying optimal input regions on a public display. The circular directions vi-
sualization was used to brush horizontal movements, and movements with high
throughput and low muscle activation were selected on a scatter plot. These two
selections were combined using an and operator. Note how data is visualized on
top of a photo of the public display, showing its spatial setup. We call this a
case-specific visualization. The Ergonomics aspect of the data is visualized using a
muscle view. The optimal region was identified to be in the middle of the display.

scatter plot showing muscle activation against throughput (Figure 2.13). The two
selections were combined using the and operator. The outcome was shown on a
intuitive case-specific visualization where a photo of the public display and some
circles were combined to show the input regions.

The optimal region was identified to be in the middle of the display. In this
region, the mean movement inaccuracy is 17mm and the mean interaction through-
put is 13.8bits/s. Also, the index of energy expenditure, which is activation of all
muscles integrated over movement, is 145.6 abstract units. By contrast, the move-
ments in the non-optimal region are 19.2% less accurate (mean inaccuracy 20.5mm)
and as result the mean interaction throughput is 1.5 bits/s lower (12.3bits/s). The
energy expenditure difference is more dramatic and shows 200.9 abstract units,
which is 39% higher comparing to the optimal region. In summary, the interaction
in the optimal region is faster and less energy-demanding.

The result showed that placing frequently used buttons on the top of the display
is detrimental. The implication was to either lower the display or place the buttons
in the middle part to the left and right sides of the content view.



Chapter 3

Bundling For Parallel Coordinates

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present our work on edge and space bundling respectively
on Classic Parallel Coordinates (PCP) [2–4] and Continuous Parallel Coordinates
(CPC) [7]. A classic parallel coordinates plot (PCP) renders each observation point
as a polyline which intersects each axis at a position which is proportional to its
value in that represented dimension. Hence, a PCP [3,4] of a multidimensional data
set provides an overview of the relations between the dimensions. CPC are based
con PCP and provide a density-based continuous visualization of multidimensional
continuous data. The aim of Section 3.2 is to give an overview of the background
of classic PCP, edge bundling, continuous multidimensional data, and CPC. We
explain the visual setup of PCP and we briefly introduce their main shortcomings
such as overplotting and visual clutter. We also show how these issues are ad-
dressed by edge bundling by showing its basic concepts. In Section 3.2 we explain
how continuous multidimensional data is defined on a 2D or 3D grid of multiple
scalar fields and why CPC are needed as a new visualization for its correct analysis.
Subsequently in Section 3.3 we provide an overview of the current related work on
edge bundling and other techniques which reduce overplotting and visual clutter
for PCP. We also show the uses of CPC in visualizing data.

After having introduced these concepts, in Section 3.4 we illustrate our edge
bundling approach for PCP. We start by explaining our one-dimensional clustering
based on the density of each dimension. This allows for a resulting visual layout
which is visually close to the original PCP but still provide an intuitive abstraction
addressing the issues of overplotting and visual clutter and also enables additional
user interactions. We conclude this section by showing results of our edge bundling
approach applied to common multidimensional data sets.

A bundling approach is needed also for CPC to have a good understanding of
cluster trends in CPC. Here edge bundling can not be directly applied due to the
absence of lines in the visualization. In Section 3.5 we explain our work on our space
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(a) Classic Parallel Coordinates (b) Bundled Parallel Coordinates

Figure 3.1: Three dimensions of the Cars data set visualized with classic parallel
coordinates and with the edge bundling approach of McDonnell and Mueller [53].

bundling approach for CPC. We show how we segment multidimensional data sets
using additional scalar fields called cluster fields and how this segmentation enables
a space deformation of the density-based visualization of each cluster. The resulting
visualization combines the density based visualization of CPC together with the
bundling concept of edge bundling. We conclude this section by showing results
of our method visualizing the Isabel data set [52] used in the IEEE Visualization
Contest 2004.

3.2 Background on Parallel Coordinates and Bundling

Classic Parallel Coordinates
Classic parallel coordinates (PCP) are a well know visualization method used to
analyze multidimensional data. In this visualization the shown dimensions are
mapped to vertical consecutive axes placed equidistant between each other. Each
observation point is displayed as a polyline intersecting each axis at a position
proportional to the value of the observation in that dimension. This setup allows
to visualize an arbitrary number of dimensions by simply adding further axes to
the chart. The visual analysis can be improved by rendering groups of observa-
tion points with different colors. Figure 3.1a shows an example of classic parallel
coordinates visualizing three dimensions of the Cars [11] data set.

PCP allow the user to perform the following a set of standard interactions:
• Brushing of subsets: the user can select subsets of observation points high-

lighting them with a specific color. This helps the visual analysis of the
selected pattern.

• Axis scaling: with this interaction the user can change the range of data
displayed by an axis, this allows to zoom in or out in the visualized dimensions
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and reveal hidden patterns.
• Axis reordering: adjacent axes directly reveal existing relations between the

visualized dimensions. The interactive axis reordering allows the user to spec-
ify which dimension should be visualized as adjacent axes and investigate their
correlation.

The main issues of classic PCP occur in case of data sets having a high number
of observation points. Rendering each observation point as a single lines leads
to a high amount of visual clutter which hides all the visualized trends from the
user. Also in some cases many different observation points could be rendered as
overlapping lines leading to a misunderstanding of the data.

Data clustering is often used to mitigate this issues. The aggregation of observa-
tion points enables the use of the edge-bundling methods explained in the following
subsection.

Edge Bundling for Classic Parallel Coordinates

Edge bundling is a method aimed to mitigate visual clutter which usually occurs
when trying to visualize large multidimensional data sets using classic PCP. This
method is usually based on a multidimensional clustering of the data and the ag-
gregated observation points are used to provide a more visually informative visual-
ization. More precisely the aggregated poly-lines are replaced by polycurves which
are bent between two adjacent towards the center of their cluster. Hence, the new
setup of the visualization reflects the structure of the clusters and improves its vi-
sual analysis. An example of the edge bundling approach provided by McDonnel
et al. [53] is shown in figure 3.1b.

This method groups the observation points by deforming their representing poly-
lines, resulting in a less cluttered visualization. Please note that overplotting is
increased inside the bundles as all the polycurves are bent in the same point of the
chart.

Multidimensional Continuous Data sets

Multidimensional continuous data sets provide a description of a continuous do-
main. In contrast to discrete multidimensional data, their dimensions are not dis-
cretely sampled but continuous. These structures are defined on 2D or 3D grids
which represent the physical domain of an observed phenomenon and each grid
vertex (voxel) present multiple scalar values which indicate the data value of a spe-
cific represented dimension such as pressure or temperature. Inside each grid cell
infinite observation points can be acquired via bilinear or trilinear interpolation,
giving then a continuous description of the observed phenomenon.
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(a) Classic PCP (b) Continuous PCP

Figure 3.2: Visualizing continuous data sets using classic PCP can mislead the
user by showing non-existing clusters. Continuous CPC show the correct density
description of the data.

Continuous Parallel Coordinates

Visualizing continuous data sets using classic PCP leads to an incorrect visualiza-
tion. Rendering each voxel as a single line would invalidate the notion of continuous
density of the data set and mislead the user suggesting the existence of false trends
and clusters, an example of this is shown in Figure 3.2a where classic CPC suggest
the existence of several clusters. This is not the case as shown in Figure 3.2b.

Continuous Parallel Coordinates (CPC) are a visualization method introduced
by Henirich et al. [7] used to perform multivariate analysis on data defined on a
continuous domain. With this approach it is possible to visualize different scalar
fields belonging to the same physical phenomenon. This allows the user to identify
multidimensional trends otherwise difficult to spot.

CPC are based on classic PCP but while the classic approach uses polylines to
represent discrete samples, CPC provides a density-based continuous visualization
of continuous data defined via interpolation on a 2D or 3D grid. Figures 3.2b and
3.8a show two examples of CPC visualizing a continuous multidimensional data set.

3.3 Related Work

In this section we are going to give an overview of existing edge bundling approaches
and also of uses of CPC in visualizing scientific data.
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Edge Bundling Approaches

Since the thorough study of parallel coordinates by Inselberg [2] and its subsequent
introduction as a visualization tool [3,4], it has become a standard for multidimen-
sional data analysis and inspired a large amount of research.

Visual clutter due to overplotting is often cited as a major challenge for parallel
coordinates [54]. Clustering the data is one possible approach to deal with it.
Clusters can then be highlighted in the visualization using color or edge-bundling.

The original edge-bundling method [55] uses cubic B-splines to show adjacency
relations atop different tree visualization methods. This has been adapted to paral-
lel coordinates plots by McDonnell and Mueller [53] such that the polylines become
polycurves, which are bent between two axes towards the center of the cluster. This
successfully frees up screen space and often creates clutter-reduced visualizations.
The resulting curves are only C0-continuous (not smooth) at an axis making it
harder to visually trace them. This applies to the classic PCP as well. Heinrich et
al. [6] solve this using a C1-continuous bundling. Zhou et al. [56] present a bundling
method that creates visual clusters without the need to cluster the data itself.

Existing work on edge-bundling concentrates on combining multidimensional
clustering methods with parallel coordinates, but a multidimensional cluster does
not necessarily have an informative appearance between two neighboring axes, nor
does it necessarily reflect the relation between two axes at all. In contrast, in our
edge bungling approach explained in Section 3.4 we create an abstract version of the
classic PCP, where we strive to retain its visual characteristics to some extent. Our
method uses one-dimensional clusters, sets them in relation to each other between
two axes, and enables the user to create higher-dimensional clusters using intuitive
interactions.

Many clustering methods concentrate on the main trends and disregard out-
liers. But since outlier detection is of interest in some applications, Novotny and
Hauser [57] consider the lines between two axes and distinguish them into clusters
of similar lines and outliers. The clusters are then visualized using parallelograms
and the outliers as lines. The method scales to very large data sets, since most
observation points are rendered using a few parallelograms. Since the clustering is
done in each segment separately, the parallelograms and their appearance may not
be visually coherent at an axis, which makes tracing trends over several axes po-
tentially difficult. In contrast, our method produces visually coherent results, since
the one-dimensional clustering creates a setup around an axis, which is independent
of the segment to the left or right.

In an effort to reduce visual clutter, a number of methods render polygons
instead of lines. This goes back to Inselberg [2] who proposes to represent a multi-
dimensional hypersurface via the envelope of its polylines in the PCP. The above
mentioned [57] is another example. Fua et al. [58] render the PCP envelope of
multidimensional clusters. McDonnell and Mueller [53] draw the envelopes of edge-
bundled clusters in an illustrative fashion. Visual clutter can also be reduced by
rendering into high dynamic range textures and applying different transfer functions
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to reveal otherwise hidden structures, as done by Johannsson et al. [59].
In our method, we follow [53] in using opacity to convey the number of ob-

servation points, since we concentrate on continuous data where the thickness of
a connecting bundle or strip is strongly influenced by the metric in the parallel
coordinates plot.

Continuous Parallel Coordinates

CPC have many uses in visualizing scientific data. Grottel et al. [60] used CPC as
coordinated views with temporal heat maps and Continuous Scatterplots (CSP) [61]
in order to investigate multidimensional continuous trajectories such as robot arm
movements or angles of joints in human motion. The features of CPC have been
extensively investigated by Lehmann and Theisel in [62]. Here the authors show the
existence of feature curves in CPC that can be analyzed and classified to improve
their resulting visualization. Moreover, they demonstrate the relation between such
features and discontinuities in CSP.

3.4 Edge Bundling Layout for Parallel Coordinates

The current edge-bundling methods are mostly based on multidimensional cluster-
ing. The resulting bundled visualization does not necessarily have an informative
appearance as they may not even reflect the relation between the visualized di-
mensions. Moreover rendering each observation point as a single line makes the
rendering time of the visualization dependent from the size of the data set. Also
the overplotting issue increases within the single bundle. Because of this we pro-
vided our edge-bundling layout which we is explained in the following subsections.

One Dimensional Clustering

We are clustering the observation points for each continuous variable independently.
One such cluster represents observation points that are close to each other in that
dimension. These points will later be bundled on the respective axis of the PCP.

We use a Gaussian kernel density estimation (KDE) [9] to compute the density
f(x) of the observation points xi for a given variable. This density is derived by
combining Gaussian kernels placed in correspondence of every observation point.
These kernels have a certain amplitude σ which represents the standard deviation.

Minima and maxima of f(x) can be used to cluster the observation points. More
precisely a maximum identified the center of a cluster and a minimum the separation
point between two clusters. Hence a cluster is described by one maximum and two
minima. Figure 3.3 shows this concept: the critical points of the KDE function
represented as green dots define the identified clusters.

The standard deviation σ can be seen as a scale-space parameter:
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Figure 3.3: Simple example showing the Gaussian kernel density estimate for six
observation points. A wide Gaussian kernel (left) leads to less clusters than a
narrow kernel (right).

• A higher σ leads to a wider kernel, which leads to a wider impact of each
observation point on the density f(x). Consequently, f(x) has less minima
and maxima, and therefore also less clusters.

• A lower σ leads to a narrower kernel, which leads to a narrower impact of each
observation point on the density f(x). Consequently, f(x) has more minima
and maxima, and therefore also more clusters.

Figure 3.3 illustrates this: choosing a smaller σ leads to a narrow kernel resulting
in splitting the original cluster shown in the left image into two clusters.

We use this in our user interface as the user is able to choose the number of
clusters k for each variable.

Categorical variables are not clustered using the above method. Instead, we
treat each category as a cluster.

Visual Layout and Polygonal Strips

The clusters computed following the methods in the previous subsection are used
in our visual layout. Consider two neighboring axes of classic PCP. We start by
placing a virtual bundling axis nearby each data axis. The bundling axes are used to
contain the scaled representation of each visualized cluster. Each observation point
is represented scaled on the bundling axes coherently to its scaled cluster. This
setup allows to use this scaled clusters to derive the control points which enable to
replace a classic polyline of PCP with three cubic Bézier spline segments. Figure
3.4 graphically explains this process.

Figures 3.5a–b visualize the Cars data set using the classic PCP and the PCP
with our edge-bundling layout.

Our edge-bundling layout provides as less cluttered visualization as it fills less
pixels than classic PCP. However, drawing a curve for each observation point has
three disadvantages:
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Figure 3.4: Visual layout between two data axes A and B. Edges are bundled near
each data axis according to the clusters in each dimension. To do so, we form a
cubic Bézier spline out of three segments.

(a) Classic Parallel
Coordinates Plot.

(b) Parallel Coordinates Plot
using our edge-bundling
layout.

(c) Parallel Coordinates Plot
using our edge-bundling
with strip rendering.

Figure 3.5: Comparison of the different PCP layouts. Shown are three dimensions
from the Cars data set.

• The bundling brings the curves closer to each other, which actually increases
the amount of overplotting within a bundle.

• The rendering performance depends on the number of lines making data sets
with a very large number of observation points hard to explore.

We address these issues by rendering a small set of polygonal strips instead
of the large number of Bézier curves. More precisely polygonal strips are using
to represent each cluster between the data axis and their bundling axis. Also an
additional strip is used to connect two clusters if there is at least one observation
point in both of them. We vary the opacity of each strip according to the number
of observation points in it.
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This results in:

• no overplotting of lines anymore even if the problem has been shifted to the
grayscale values of the strips which may have a large variation, i.e., a high
dynamic range. This can be mitigated using gamma correction.

• The rendering performance depends on the number of strips, which in turn
depends on the number of clusters. Even data sets with a very large number
of observation points can be explored interactively.

Figure 3.5c shows an example from the Cars data set.

User Interactions
Due to the clustering and the rendering of strips, we can provide some additional
interactions:

• Hovering with the mouse over any cluster or bundle strip selects the respective
observation points.

• Hovering over an axis creates several selections at once: each cluster on that
axis is automatically selected with a different color.

• The creation logic combinations of clusters is performed by one simply clicking
on the clusters in the desired order.

• The user can interactively change the number of clusters per variable.

Layout Evaluation
We successfully evaluate our edge bundling layout against classic parallel coordi-
nates via a comparative user study. This study consisted in two visualization tasks
that are typical to PCP:

• Task 1 Correlation estimation: identify the linear correlation of two variables.
• Task 2 Subset tracing: follow some observation points over several axes in the

plot with and without color for selections.

As a result the bundled PCP increases the users’ accuracy in complex visual
data analysis tasks. The users had a statistically significant lower error for judging
the correlation between two variables, and for tracing a subset when color was
present. When color was not available for tracing a subset, the performance was at
the same level as with the classic PCP. The use of color is particularly useful for
tracing in the bundled PCP.

Results
In this subsection we show some results obtained by applying our edge bundling
approach to the out5d and Iris [11] data setes.
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Figure 3.6: The out5d data set with 16384 observation points shown with several
selections at once. Left: classic PCP. Right: our method.

(a) Iris data set.

Figure 3.7: Our method is an abstract version of the classic PCP. It retains some
of its visual characteristics and adds new possibilities such as faster interactions.

Figure 3.6 [11] shows the out5d data set, which contains remote sensing data
from a region in western Australia. The data set contains 16384 observation points
and is an example for the overplotting issue of the classic PCP. Here we show how,
even using colors, important relations are hidden in overplotted classic PCP. This
is not the case for our edge bundling approach which preserves the consistency of
the visualization.

The Iris data set [11] is shown in Figure 3.7. This is quite a small data set which
contains 179 observation points. Here we show that our method creates an abstract
version of the classic PCP – thereby retaining some of its visual characteristics. For
example, note the large empty space between the two right-most axes of Figure 3.7:
both methods show it in a similar way.
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(a) Continuous Parallel
Coordinates

(b) Clustered Continuous
Parallel Coordinates

(c) Bundled Continuous
Parallel Coordinates

Figure 3.8: Results of our space bundling applied to 4 scalar fields of the Isabel data
set. Here we segmented the data set in three different clusters: low height (red),
medium height (blue) and high height(green). Our bundled CPC shows clearly the
trends of every cluster due to the deformation of the density.

3.5 Space Bundling Layout for Continuous Parallel
Coordinates

A visual analysis of clusters and trends is often required for CPC. As shown in
the central sector of the plot in Figure 3.8a, such patterns are often not visually
recognizable. Edge bundling can not be applied directly applied to CPC as CPC
does not involve lines. In our work we provided a new space bundling approach
which combines the idea of visualizing the data structure directly in the layout of
the plot as classic edge bundling techniques with the density-based visualization of
CPC. This method is explained in the following sections.

Cluster Representation

As classic edge bundling techniques, our approach is based on a segmentation of the
visualized multidimensional data set. We assume such segmentation to be given.
We need to encode this segmentation in the density-based visualization of CPC
according to each different cluster. We achieve this by representing each cluster as
an additional scalar field called cluster field. A cluster field defines the inclusion of
each observation point in its relative cluster by assigning them a continuous value
between 0 (not included) and 1 (included). Note that the cluster fields are sampled
on the same grid of the original ones and trilinear interpolation is used. The sum
of all cluster fields is a field with a constant value of 1. The resulting densities
are finally rendered as different cluster textures on top of each other. Examples of
results of this technique are shown in Figure 3.8 where three cluster textures are
rendered on top of each other using three different colors.
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Visual Layout
Our approach aims to provide a more informative visualization of clusters in CPC by
bending their original density description towards their center. This space bundling
is done by applying a vertical linear transformation to every pixel of each cluster
texture. These pixels are vertically shifted towards the cluster center computed
between two consecutive axes. In order to give a visual representation similar to
classic edge bundling, we use weighting function to shape the vertical shifting factor.
In our case we used the curve profile of a quadratic Bézier curve. Figure 3.8b and
3.8c show how the original three cluster textures were deformed in order to create
our space bundling.

Visual Results
Figure 3.8 shows a comparison between CPC and our bundled CPC in the visu-
alization of the Isabel data set [52]. This data set was provided for the IEEE
Visualization Contest 2004 and consists of 11 atmospheric attributes for 48 time
steps with spatial resolution 500x500x100. For our results we visualized only the
first time step.

All images in Figure 3.8 show four visualized dimensions: height, temperature,
pressure and velocity. Here the visualized segmentation of the Isabel data set
consists into three clusters representing low (red), medium (blue) and high height
(green). In Figure 3.8a we show how classic CPC hide the trends of the three
clusters. Figure 3.8b shows how this is already improved by simply using color to
differentiate between the clusters according to their cluster textures. Figure 3.8c
shows the final result of our space bundling. Here color and the deformed displayed
density clearly represent the trend of each cluster. An example of visual analysis
with our bundle approach would result in the finding that the data contained in
the red cluster generally has low height, high temperature, high pressure and low
velocity.



Chapter 4

Visual Analysis of
Permutation-Based Optimization
Problems

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters we showed our contributions in the visualization and
the analysis of multidimensional data. Another class of multidimensional analy-
sis involves the visual analysis of permutation-based optimization problems. These
problems are defined by a set of permutations and an objective function. Here the
permutations are the possible solutions to the problem and the objective function
assigns to each one of them a value which can be either a cost or a quality measure.
Hence the task is to find the solution with the minimum cost or the maximum
quality measure. This can be done by investigating the topology of the objective
function. A way to do this is by defining optimization or fitness landscapes.

In this chapter we focus on the visual analysis of permutation-based optimiza-
tion problems via our visual representation of optimization landscapes. In Section
4.2 we give an overview on the currently available visualization methods for the
investigation of optimization landscapes. We continue in Section 4.3 by provid-
ing some background notions about permutation-based optimization problems. We
start illustrating our method in Section 4.4. Here we provide our definition of
optimization landscapes and we explain how we sample it to tackle the cases of
a high number of possible permutations. Usually objective functions are afflicted
by a certain degree of noise which hides the principal topological features in the
respective landscape. In Section 4.5 we show how we tackled this problem using
topological simplification. The resulting topology needs to be visualized in order
to be investigated. In Section 4.6 we show how we represented the sampled opti-
mization landscape as fully-connected edge-weighted graph arranged using a force
directed layout. The resulting graph visualization reflects the main features and the
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topological structure of the landscape. In Section 4.7 we show how we evaluated
our approach. Section 4.8 concludes the chapter with an example of our method
applied to a computer graphics related permutation-based optimization problem.

4.2 Related Work

Barrier trees are a commonly used technique for the investigation of the topology
of an optimization or fitness landscape. The equivalent in scalar field topology
are merge trees [63]. In short, barrier and merge trees represent the minima of a
function as leaves, their basins (monotonous area around a minimum) as edges, and
the saddle points (weakest points at the boundary between two basins) as inner
nodes. Hallam et al. [64] augment the barrier tree to encode the size of basins.
Volke et al. [65, 66] generate a 1D landscape from a barrier tree, not unlike a 1D
tree map, which drastically increases the interpretability of the visualization, but
puts a limit on the complexity of the visualized search space due to the restriction
to 1D. Flamm et al. [67] dealt with degenerate cases during the computation of
barrier trees such as plateaus. As already mentioned by Hallam [64], barrier trees
can only be computed for small problems, or subsets of larger problems, since they
require knowledge about all permutations in the respective space.

Stadler and Stadler [68] use Forman’s combinatorial vector fields [69] to infer
the topology of a search landscape by interpreting descending paths as trajectories
in a combinatorial vector field.

Volke et al. [70] sample the search space and infer properties of minima basins
in a similar way to our method. This information is then presented in the form
of histograms and scatter plots which can facilitate the comparison of different
search operators. They also present a force-directed layout of all obtained sample
points, visualized with a dot per sample. In contrast, we visualize the basins of the
landscape in a force-directed layout as 2D plates augmented with their properties
such as their size, steepness, and depth. More importantly, we contribute in the area
of computing the topology of the landscape by providing a topological simplification
method.

Statistical analysis methods have been proposed to estimate the number of
basins of large search landscapes. Garnier and Kallel [71] provide an estimate of
the number of particles needed to identify all basins of a function. Eremeev and
Reeves [72,73] proposed different strategies to estimate the number of basins.

4.3 Background on Permutation-Based Optimization
Problems

Consider a set S = {x1, . . . , xn}. A permutation σ is an ordered sequence of the
elements of S. A set with n elements gives rise to a total of n! permutations. As
Table 4.1 shows, this number grows fast. Let us denote the set of all permutations
as P.
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10! = 3.6× 106 50! = 3.0× 1064
atoms in the
observable Universe:
1080

20! = 2.4× 1018 60! = 8.3× 1081

30! = 2.6× 1032 70! = 1.2× 10100

40! = 8.2× 1047 80! = 7.2× 10118

Table 4.1: The number of permutations of n elements is n!, which quickly becomes
larger than the approximate number of atoms in the observable universe.

Permutation-based optimization problems use an objective function f : P → R
to assign a measure of quality to each permutation. The function f describes the
“objective” of the optimization. Typically it is seen as a cost such that smaller
values of f are associated with permutations that solve the respective problem
better.

The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a well-known example for a permutation-
based optimization problem. Given are n cities, a salesman has to visit all of them
exactly once. Any route visiting each city once is permissible. A route has a length,
namely the sum of the distances between subsequent cities. We want to find the
route with minimal length. In this setup, a route corresponds to a permutation and
the length of a route is the objective function.

4.4 Optimization Landscapes

Definition of Optimization Landscape
Many metrics can be used to measure the distance between two permutations σ1
and σ2. An example of this is the Levenshtein [74] distance where the authors
proposed (considering strings, and permutations as a subset of strings) a distance
e : P ×P → N that counts the minimal number of edit operations to transform σ1
into σ2. Levenshtein’s original work considered the following operations: insertions,
deletions, and swaps. Swap distance is a particular case of the previous metric where
only swap operations are considered.

These metrics can be used to define a connectivity for each permutation σ ∈ P .
In our work we used the 1-swap neighborhood where two permutations σ1 and σ2 are
neighbors iff the swap distance between σ1 and σ2 is 1. Based on the connectivity
and the objective function, each permutation can be assigned a smallest neighbor,
except for minima. In other words it is possible to define a gradient flow on the
neighborhood graph that leads from any permutation to a minimum (maximum)
by following the path of steepest descent (ascent) of the related objective function
f . A basin B ⊆ P of a minimum m is the collection of all permutations whose paths
of steepest descent end in m. Similar to Volke et al. [70], we consider the following
properties of a basin:

• The depth is defined as f(m).
• The steepness is defined as max(f(σ)− f(m)) for σ ∈ B.
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• The diameter is the maximum swap distance between two permutations in
the basin.

• The size refers to the number of permutations |B| in the basin.

The connectivity between permutations, the objective function, and the basins
constitute the optimization landscape, often also called fitness landscape. The term
is a metaphor derived from a geological terrain, where height above sea level (ob-
jective function) and valleys (basins) play a role.

Note that optimization landscape can also be considered as a description of
a multidimensional space. In fact, given a set of values S = {x1, . . . , xn}, every
permutation σ defined on S represents a point in a n−dimensional space. More
precisely each index position of σ 1, . . . , n represent a dimension of a n−dimensional
point and the values x1, . . . , xn are its possible values. Again a visual analysis
of this multidimensional space is requested in order to understand its topological
feature and investigate the related optimization problem. In this case the main task
consists the understanding of the optimization landscape by visualizing its basins
with their properties and relationships. Due to the sheer size of the domain of the
optimization landscape, we will only be able to approximate these features.

Sampling and Approximation
It is hard to analyze the topological features of an optimization landscape with a
complete exploration due to its sheer size. We address this by sampling it with a
random generated set of permutation seeds. We will move these seeds by following
the path of steepest descent to a minimum of the objective function. Note that
in some applications it is actually to costly to identify the smallest neighbor due
to the large number of neighbors. Here, one rather descends to a smaller neighbor
found quickly by looking at a subset of all neighbors.

Each newly found minimum gives rise to a new basin B. The depth of this
basin will be identified by the value of the objective function. However, all other
basin properties need to be approximated, since we do not know all permutations
within B. The approximations use the same formulas defined in the previous section,
except that they are applied to the set of known (sampled) permutations within the
basin. These properties are updated incrementally while sampling the landscape.

A very interesting question is how many seeds are required to approximate the
topology of the optimization landscape with a certain confidence. Essentially, this
question can be answered using statistical methods as it has been done by Garnier
and Kallel [71] but we didn’t focus on this problem in our work.

4.5 Topological Simplification

Objective functions are usually noisy, this leads to a high number of noise-induced
local minima in an optimization landscape. This hinders our multidimensional
analysis as it visually hides the properties of the main basins and makes difficult
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P: 3 1 2 P: 2 1 3 Result A P: 3 2 1 P: 1 2 3 P: 2 3 1 P: 1 3 2 Result B
Figure 4.1: Permutation matrices are summed up for the basins A and B to provide
coverage information.

to understand the structure of an optimization landscape. We addressed this issue
by using topological simplification. This method is commonly used for removing
noise-induced features and reveal the dominant topological features of scalar and
vector fields [75–80].

We perform our simplification process as follows. We consider a fully sampled
landscape first.

For each basin B we determine its neighboring basins NB by checking 1-swap
neighborhood of every permutation σ ∈ B for permutations π /∈ B belonging to a
different basin. This allows to identify the boundary between two basins Bi,Bj as
the permutations belonging respectively to Bi,Bj which are 1-swap distant from
each other. We continue with computing the level of separation between each pair
(Bi,Bj). This is defined as the function value difference (height distance) between
the larger minimum and the point of the boundary that is the equivalent to a saddle
point in classic Morse theory. We build a priority queue with all pairs (Bi,Bj) such
that the pair with lowest level of separation is processed first. A pair of basins
will be merged such that the minimum with lower function value absorbs the larger
one. We stop processing the queue either when reaching a certain threshold for u,
or when a given number of basins remains.

We modify this process in order to apply it to our approximated landscapes
as in that case it is not generally possible to identify the exact boundary between
two basins. We tackle this by relaxing the constraint for identifying the boundary
between two basins from 1-swap to k−swap distant permutations with k ≥ 1. The
resulting approximated boundary is used to perform the topological simplification
explained above. Note that, increasing k increases the number of boundary points,
but it may also decrease the quality of the approximation. The level of separation
between two basins is now computed by inserting a correction term which estimates
the missing part between the basins conservatively by adding the locally maximal
steepness to the last known boundary point. Hence, basins whose boundary points
have a larger swap distance are less likely to be merged in a simplification step.

4.6 Visual Representation

We visualize a basin as a two-dimensional plate with the inferred diameter of the
basin. The depth and the steepness of the basin are encoded in the saturation. To
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(a) 2D scalar field. (b) Inferred topology
of (a).

(c) 2D scalar field
with noise.

(d) Inferred topology
of (b).

Figure 4.2: We use a 2D scalar field for evaluating our method, since its “landscape”
is known and can easily be visualized as shown in (a).

immediately spot the global minimum or minima, we draw a red circle around the
respective basin. This often aids in finding symmetries of the objective function.

We use these plates as nodes of a fully-connected, edge-weighted graph where
the edge weights are given by a distance metric between nodes. The resulting
is arranged in a in a force-directed layout using the algorithm of Kamada et al.
[81]. This allows to visually understand the topological structure of the analyzed
optimization landscape.

We provide additional information for every basin in our visualization. More
precisely we show the variability of the permutations within a basin with a heat
map which is the result of the sum of the permutation matrices of the observed
solutions. A permutation matrix is a n × n binary matrix where the columns are
the index position of a permutation and the rows are the values of the permutation
in that position. A permutation matrix of a permutation σ store a 1 in the cell
cij with i, j = 1 · · ·n if σi = j. For each observed permutation within a basin, we
add its permutation matrix to an accumulation buffer, which we present as a heat
map to the user. Figure 4.1 provides an illustration of permutation matrices and
the resulting heat map.

Examples of applications of our visual layout and heat maps are shown in Section
4.7 and Section 4.8.

4.7 Evaluation

We evaluated our topological simplification as well as our visualization approach us-
ing a small known 2D optimization landscape as ground truth, Figure 4.2a. Firstly
we computed the exact optimization landscape by placing a sampling seed at any
possible permutation. The resulting visualization provided the expected overview
of the known basins (see Figure 4.2b). After this step we introduced some ran-
dom noise in order to test the stability of our method, (see Figure 4.2c). Figure
4.2d shows how the result was successful in producing coherent visualizations. All
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Figure 4.3: Finding the
symmetries of a mesh can
be posed as a permutation-
based optimization problem.
Compare with Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Optimization landscape
of the shape matching problem from
Figure 4.3. Four groups of basins
have been detected, which corre-
spond to the four pointy corners
of the star. The landscape reveals
the symmetry of this mesh. The
heat maps show clear and oppos-
ing trends revealing the symmetry as
well.

the original basins where identified together with the ones introduced by noise.
Moreover the force-directed layout resembled the Gestalt of the original landscape.

We evaluated our topological simplification by re-sampling the noisy landscape
with different percentage of permutations seeds (1%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 50% and 80%
of the total number of permutations). In this case we applied our topological sim-
plification to remove the noise to recover the same basins of the original landscape.
Our method resulted successful in providing both correct approximated topology
and topological simplification in the case of 20%, 30%, 50% and 80%.

4.8 Case Study: Shape Matching

A triangle mesh contains a set of vertices. Matching two meshes means to find
a bijective correspondence between them. This can be posed as a permutation-
based optimization problem. In this example, we compare one mesh against itself
to reveal symmetries. We use a highly symmetric star shown in Figure 4.3. The
objective function is a weighted sum of the Gaussian curvature difference between
two matched vertices and the length differences of the incident edges.

The result is shown in Figure 4.4 and reveals the symmetry of this mesh. Note
that we find 16 global minima, i.e., they have the same objective function value
but correspond to different permutations. This is due to the facts that (a) the
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star has four symmetric corners, (b) it is also symmetric to its backside, and (c)
the objective function does not penalize an inversion of the triangle normals. This
makes 4× 2× 2 = 16 symmetric arrangements.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

In Chapter 2 we provided an overview of our work on performing multidimensional
analysis of biomechanical movement data. We started by giving an overview about
multidimensional data. In particular we explained the common structure of generic
multidimensional data in terms of several dimensions and observation points and
we mentioned the usually performed multidimensional analysis tasks. We explained
the characteristics of biomechanical movement data and how it is acquired using
motion-capture-based biomechanical simulation. Finally we showed how it is of in
interest for HCI and the structure of the resulting output table.

In the main sections of this chapter we illustrate the main techniques used
for our multidimensional analysis. Firstly we gave an overview of the core of our
analysis process in terms of generic multidimensional visualizations used, how we
specified interactive smooth selection and how all the visualizations are coordinated
according to the Linking & Brushing technique.

Generic multidimensional analysis is suitable for acquiring a general idea of the
data but we found that additional visual encodings were necessary to asses the
specificity of certain analysis tasks such as inspecting the ergonomic costs and the
trajectories of the recorded movements. We addressed these challenges by introduc-
ing new visualizations which enabled more intuitive and effective multidimensional
analysis. Firstly we introduced new visual encoding which addressed the speci-
ficity of aspects of the data. This allowed for an aspect-specific analysis which gave
a more intuitive insight of the analyzed movements. Another important task for
the analysis of biomechanical data for HCI is the inspection of the 3D egocentric
setups of HCI case studies. We tackled this task by allowing the integration at
run-time of drawing or sketches as new visualizations. This led to a case-specific
analysis which enabled a fast and effective understanding of the data. Finally we
addressed the need of intuitively visualize clustered multidimensional biomechan-
ical data by providing additional visualization methods for the summarization of
muscle co-activation clustered data and for posture clustered data. We concluded
this chapter by showing two applications of our multidimensional analysis: the
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comparison of touch surfaces and the identification of optimal input regions on a
public display.

The biomechanical data which was involved in our analysis contained mostly
metric variables. Because of this, our new visualization did not focus very much on
the analysis of categorical data. This would be an option for a further development
of our visual analysis. Moreover our work always considered time independent data.
The design of new temporal-specific visualizations would be also a further step in
our research.

In Chapter 3 we illustrate our work on improving the visual layout of classic
parallel coordinates and continuous parallel coordinates.

We begin by addressing well-known shortcomings of PCP: visual clutter and
overplotting. We addressed these with an edge-bundling method that utilizes one-
dimensional clustering on each axis leading to an abstract version of the classic
PCP.

The bundles are rendered as polygonal strips, resulting in a clutter-reduced vi-
sualization. We have shown how the clusters on each axis and the bundle strips
between the axes are useful as handles for intuitive and fast interactions. Multidi-
mensional clusters can be created and trends isolated with simple gestures.

An obvious limitation of our method is that it works best for a small or medium
amount of clusters per variable as more clusters create too much visual clutter.
Another limitation is that our one-dimensional clustering is not suitable for all kinds
of data. In fact, while it allows a better understanding of the relations between the
visualized dimensions, sometimes it hides the patterns of multidimensional clusters
present in the data. Moreover our method does not allow individual observation
points to be seen anymore. In particular outliers are not taken explicitly care of
at the moment. It would be interesting for future work to investigate how the
principal idea behind the outlier preservation of Novotny and Hauser [57] can be
applied to our method as well.

Again in Chapter 3 we continued by showing how we applied the concept of
visual deformation of edge bundling to continuous parallel coordinates. Note that
classic edge bundling can not be applied to this visualization, as it does not use
polylines. Thus we showed that our main challenge was to create an edge-bundling-
like deformation of the density description provided by CPC. We achieved this by
applying a vertical shifting transformation to each pixel in the image space following
a curve profile. This helps the user to understand the internal features of the data
in a more intuitive way as they are shown directly in the geometry of the plot.

In Chapter 4 we showed an additional contribution of our research activity on vi-
sually analyzing a different type of multidimensional data: optimization landscapes
of permutation-based optimization problems.

The first part of our contribution consists in a novel topological approximation of
optimization landscapes for permutation-based problems. Furthermore, we arrange
a the approximated landscape following a force-directed which reveals interesting
information such as symmetries in the data. We provide additional statistical in-
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formation for each basin using heat maps which can be visualized interactively by
the user.

The main problem of this method consists in the size of the visualized landscape
as our visualization would produce easily understandable results only for relatively
small sized optimization problems. In case of big sized landscapes the amount of
visualized basins would be too high, introducing a large amount of visual clutter.
Also the number of samples needed to produce a correct visualization would be too
high as well as slowing down the process of topological representation.
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